Year Six Spellings

06/09/21

13/09/21

20/09/21

27/09/21

‘in’ prefix

‘im’ words

‘irr’ words

REVISION

indefinite
inexpensive
indigestion
inedible
inefficient
inexcusable
involuntary
indestructible
inaccurately
insignificant

immeasurable
immortal
immoveable
impermeable
implausible
imprecise
improbable
imperfection
implicitly
improvise

irrelevant
irreversible
irrational
irradiation
irreparable
irremovable
irrationally
irrespective
irrecoverable
irresponsibly

04/10/21

11/10/21

18/10/21

25/10/21

‘ation’ words

‘ious’ words

investigation
condensation
depreciation
abbreviation
inflammation
conformation
dispensation
determination
anticipation
moderation

judicious
amphibious
fractious
conscious
ingenious
dubious
victorious
repetitious
laborious
industrious

HALF
TERM

HALF
TERM

Year Six Spellings
01/11/21

08/11/21

‘tion’ words

REVISION ‘sion’ words

translation
pollution
abbreviation
abdication
adaption
appreciation
compensation

15/11/21
diversion
comprehension
conversion
conclusion
immersion
suspension
subdivision
supervision
transfusion
apprehension

22/11/21
‘ssion’ words
percussion
obsession
decompression
possession
succession
intermission
aggression
compassion
progression
resubmission

29/11/21

06/12/21 13/12/21

20/12/21

‘ph’ with f
sound

REVISION CHRISTMAS
ACTIVITIES

CHRISTMAS
HOLIDAYS

agoraphobia
pharmacist
pharynx
physicist
physiotherapy
photosynthesis
arachnophobia
amphibian
cartographer
calligraphy

Year Six Spellings

27/12/21

03/01/22 10/01/22

CHRISTMAS BANK
HOLIDAYS HOLIDAY

17/01/22

‘cious’/’tious’
words

‘cial’/’tial’
words

vivacious
ferocious
tenacious
luscious
atrocious
precocious
superstitious
ostentatious
fractious
fictitious

commercial
unofficial
financial
superficial
sacrificial
antisocial
differential
torrential
substantial
beneficial

24/01/22

31/01/22

07/02/22 14/02/22

‘ant’ words

REVISION

‘ance’/’ancy’
words

significant
assistant
sergeant
accountant
irrelevant
occupant
descendant
reluctant
protestant
unpleasant

instance
assurance
compliance
nuisance
clearance
tolerance
reassurance
maintenance
redundancy
discrepancy

HALF
TERM

Year Six Spellings

21/02/22 28/02/22 07/03/22 14/03/22
‘ent’ words
‘ency’ words
REVISION ‘able’ words
government
development
president
management
investment
equipment
parliament
agreement
argument
independent

frequency
deficiency
dependency
inconsistency
sufficiency
transparency
proficiency
complacency
contingency
leniency

fashionable
identifiable
inexcusable
noticeable
remarkable
replaceable
sociable
valuable
considerable
understandable

21/03/22 28/03/22 04/04/22

11/04/22

‘ible’ words

‘ably’ words

accessible
destructible
indestructible
invincible
responsible
reversible
susceptible
irresponsible
irreversible
incredible

presumably
considerably
unmistakably
unquestionably
regrettably
justifiably
impeccably
unavoidably
conceivably
understandably

EASTER
HOLIDAYS

EASTER
HOLIDAYS

Year Six Spellings

18/04/22

25/04/22 02/05/22 09/05/22

BANK
HOLIDAY

REVISION

16/05/22

23/05/22 30/05/22 06/06/22

‘ibly’ words

‘fer’ words

plausibly
irresistibly
indelibly
responsibly
flexibly
incredibly
accessibly
compatibly
defensibly
comprehensibly

deferral
deferred
deferring
conferral
conferred
conferring
reference
preference
interfering
circumference

BANK
HOLIDAY

HALF
TERM

SATS WEEK

hypen words
co-ordinate
co-operate
all-inclusive
non-refundable
self-addressed
self-portrait
self-esteem
Mid-Atlantic
Mid-February
ex-convict

Year Six Spellings
13/06/22

20/06/22

27/06/22 04/07/22

REVISION

‘ei’/’ie’ words

‘ough’ words

silent letters

conceit
conceited
perceive
deceive
achieve
believe
relieved
reprieved
diesel
hygiene

through
although
dough
thorough
breakthrough
though
borough
plough
bough
drought

gnome
champagne
pneumatic
designed
foreign
environment
knowledge
catalogue
colleague
stretched

11/07/22
18/07/22
REVISION BIG
REVISION

25/07/22
REVISION

